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Executive Summary 

 

The purpose of this research paper is to study the importance of Mean Variance 

portfolio as an investor. 

As an investor the goal is to maximize the return while maintaining minimum risk. 

MVPT helps an investor in achieving the same. 

Data from Nifty stocks is gathered from past 5 – 6 years to determine the risk and 

return characteristics using R software. 

Return from each stock is then calculated over 1 year to determine the mean expected 

return and then make informed decision about stock selection. The return is calculated 

nder various scenarios, which include one-time investment, systematic investment, 

and SIP over a certain date. 

Return from each scenario is then compared to determine the best strategy which will 

help investor to increase their portfolio value. 

Mean-Variance portfolio technique is then used to determine various investment 

scenarios and weightage which needs to be put under each stock. Once that is done the 

same is compared with equal investment strategy to determine the effectiveness of 

MVPT. 

Return is then compared over systematic investment strategy for number of investors 

based on their stock selection and conclusion is made about effectiveness of building 

investment strategy. 

 

  



Chapter 1: Stock History for Nifty50 – Background 

Stock index is an index that is used as a reference for stock market. It helps in 

comparing current market price levels with past prices to calculate market 

performance. Price of index is calculated by computing the process of selected stock.  

There are couple of key indices used in Indian financial market – BSE Sensex and 

Nifty50. NIFTY 50 is a benchmark index that denotes the weighted average of 50 of 

the largest Indian companies by market capitalization listed on the National Stock 

Exchange.  

List of Stocks: 

Stock Market Capitalization (in Cr.) 

RELIANCE INDUSTRIES LIMITED (XNSE:RELIANCE) ₹                                     1,609,460 

TATA CONSULTANCY SERVICES LIMITED (XNSE:TCS) ₹                                     1,275,008 

HDFC BANK LIMITED (XNSE:HDFCBANK) ₹                                         825,548 

INFOSYS LIMITED (XNSE:INFY) ₹                                         708,920 

HINDUSTAN UNILEVER LIMITED (XNSE:HINDUNILVR) ₹                                         548,653 

ICICI BANK LIMITED (XNSE:ICICIBANK) ₹                                         501,236 

HOUSING DEVELOPMENT FINANCE CORPORATION LIMITED 

(XNSE:HDFC) 
₹                                         496,260 

Bharti Airtel Limited (XNSE:BHARTIARTL) ₹                                         479,653 

State Bank of India (XNSE:SBIN) ₹                                         419,903 

BAJAJ FINANCE LIMITED (XNSE:BAJFINANCE) ₹                                         410,157 

KOTAK MAHINDRA BANK LIMITED (XNSE:KOTAKBANK) ₹                                         390,022 

WIPRO LIMITED (XNSE:WIPRO) ₹                                         339,539 

ASIAN PAINTS LIMITED (XNSE:ASIANPAINT) ₹                                         301,415 

HCL TECHNOLOGIES LIMITED (XNSE:HCLTECH) ₹                                         301,230 

ITC LIMITED (XNSE:ITC) ₹                                         276,021 

Bajaj Finserv Limited (XNSE:BAJAJFINSV) ₹                                         265,131 

LARSEN AND TOUBRO LIMITED (XNSE:LT) ₹                                         249,802 

MARUTI SUZUKI INDIA LIMITED (XNSE:MARUTI) ₹                                         216,607 

ULTRATECH CEMENT LIMITED (XNSE:ULTRACEMCO) ₹                                         213,321 

TITAN COMPANY LIMITED (XNSE:TITAN) ₹                                         203,507 

Axis Bank Limited (XNSE:AXISBANK) ₹                                         202,972 

NESTLE INDIA LIMITED (XNSE:NESTLEIND) ₹                                         185,333 

OIL AND NATURAL GAS CORPORATION LIMITED 

(XNSE:ONGC) 
₹                                         185,056 

SUN PHARMACEUTICAL INDUSTRIES LIMITED 

(XNSE:SUNPHARMA) 
₹                                         184,101 

TATA MOTORS LIMITED (XNSE:TATAMOTORS) ₹                                         165,864 

JSW Steel Limited (XNSE:JSWSTEEL) ₹                                         151,393 



TECH MAHINDRA LIMITED (XNSE:TECHM)  ₹                                         148,190  

ADANI PORTS AND SPECIAL ECONOMIC ZONE LIMITED 

(XNSE:ADANIPORTS) 
 ₹                                         146,424  

POWER GRID CORPORATION OF INDIA LIMITED 

(XNSE:POWERGRID) 
 ₹                                         140,904  

HDFC LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY LIMITED 

(XNSE:HDFCLIFE) 
 ₹                                         135,767  

TATA STEEL LIMITED (XNSE:TATASTEEL)  ₹                                         133,899  

DIVI'S LABORATORIES LIMITED (XNSE:DIVISLAB)  ₹                                         131,083  

NTPC LIMITED (XNSE:NTPC)  ₹                                         124,942  

INDIAN OIL CORPORATION LIMITED (XNSE:IOC)  ₹                                         113,864  

SBI LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY LIMITED (XNSE:SBILIFE)  ₹                                         113,065  

GRASIM INDUSTRIES LTD (XNSE:GRASIM)  ₹                                         110,962  

MAHINDRA AND MAHINDRA LIMITED (XNSE:M&M)  ₹                                         101,947  

BAJAJ AUTO LIMITED. (XNSE:BAJAJ-AUTO)  ₹                                           96,492  

COAL INDIA LTD (XNSE:COALINDIA)  ₹                                           96,077  

SHREE CEMENT LIMITED (XNSE:SHREECEM)  ₹                                           93,614  

HINDALCO INDUSTRIES LIMITED (XNSE:HINDALCO)  ₹                                           93,434  

BRITANNIA INDUSTRIES LTD (XNSE:BRITANNIA)  ₹                                           85,636  

BHARAT PETROLEUM CORPORATION LIMITED (XNSE:BPCL)  ₹                                           81,491  

DR.REDDY'S LABORATORIES LTD (XNSE:DRREDDY)  ₹                                           78,824  

CIPLA LIMITED (XNSE:CIPLA)  ₹                                           77,992  

TATA CONSUMER PRODUCTS LIMITED 

(XNSE:TATACONSUM) 
 ₹                                           70,655  

INDUSIND BANK LTD. (XNSE:INDUSINDBK)  ₹                                           69,817  

EICHER MOTORS LIMITED (XNSE:EICHERMOT)  ₹                                           66,546  

UPL LIMITED (XNSE:UPL)  ₹                                           53,774  

Hero MotoCorp Limited (XNSE:HEROMOTOCO)  ₹                                           50,539  

  



Gathering historical data 

Financial market is all about finding return on the stock to analyze historical returns 

on various investments. To perform this analysis we need historical data for the assets. 

There are many data providers, some are free most are paid. Here we will use the data 

from NSE website and pull the same using STOCKHISTORY function in excel. Time 

period used for analysis is from 1st January 2021 to 31st October 2021. Stock price on 

15th November 2021 is used to calculate the return earned on the stock. 

1. Download prices (Closing Price) 

2. Make investment based on certain rules 

3. Calculate return earned using XIRR approach 

Once this is done, data is further gathered for selected stocks from 1st January 2022 to 

30th April 2022. This is done to study the investment done by each individual and how 

that investment would have looked different under Sharpe- Ratio portfolio building 

technique. 

  



Process Methodology 

Investment period used is 1st January 2021 – 31st October 2021. It is assumed that an 

investor is investing 100,000 INR in each of the share on daily basis. Based on closing 

price, particular number of shares will get allotted to the portfolio of the stock. There 

are 205 trading days and hence an investor has invested 20,500,000 INR in each of the 

stock 

At end of period, sum of shares is taken to understand how many stocks are being 

held as of 15th November 2021. Closing price on 15th November is used to calculate 

the value of overall portfolio. 

Attached is how calculation is performed for a sample stock: 

 

…. 

 

XIRR approach for return calculation: 

It is an approach which is used to calculate investment return where there are multiple 

transaction at different point of time. 

 



 

 

 



According to the approach of making daily investment in Nifty50 stocks based on an 

equal weightage criterion, it is seen that an investor would have earned an average 

XIRR of 54.58% on the investment. 

Now in real life, it is not possible for an investor to make daily investments and hence 

there is an alternative strategy which is considered.  

The strategy involves making a one-time investment of INR 20,500,000 on 1st January 

2021 in each of the stock and holding the security till 15th Nov’2021. 

Return is then calculated and compared to understand how this strategy would have 

compared to daily investment. 

It is however observed that 36 stocks out of 50 have given higher return if an 

investor would have made daily investment than one-time investment. 

  



 

 

 



Conclusion 

Now, it is seen that both the strategies have given positive return and any strategy 

could have been chosen. 

When 2 strategies are compared it is seen that one-time investment has given the best 

return at an aggregate level 

Strategy Amount 

Invested 

Portfolio 

Value 

Overall 

Return 

XIRR 

One-Time 1,025,000,000 1,409,640,202 37.5% 44.9% 

Daily 1,025,000,000 1,249,141,571 21.9% 54.6% 
 

However, when XIRR is calculated strategy with Daily investment has shown much 

higher return. It thus helps to reach to a conclusion that daily investment is proved to 

give higher return adjusted for the time. XIRR for these 2 strategies is done using 

simple average from 50 stocks to get an overall understanding of the return. 

  



Chapter 2: Systematic Investment Planning (SIP) 
Now as an investor it is not possible to determine entry points, thus a rationale 

investor would prefer to make a systematic investment into each of the stock with a 

specified amount of INR 2,000,000 for each of the next 10 months, starting in 

January. 

The purpose of this research paper is to understand if one investment style is better 

than the other. 

Now SIP is a type of investment where an investor makes an investment on particular 

day of the month. 

For research, there are 6 various scenarios used to determine the return from each of 

the scenario. 

- 1st of every month 

- 5th of every month 

- 10th of every month 

- 15th of every month 

- 20th of every month 

- 25th of every month 

An investor will be purchasing shares of same amount and total number of shares are 

then accumulated at end of the research period. These number of shares are then used 

to determine the accumulated value. 

  



 

All the scenarios have given positive return with some scenarios giving higher return 

than other. 

Thus, we have split data into various buckets to understand number of shares which 

have done better at an overall level. 

  



 

For comparison purpose, investment return from one time investment of 1st January is 

taken. 

Investment Style No. of stocks 

All Days 36 

1st 27 

5th 24 

10th 23 

15th 25 

20th 28 

25th 28 

 

Now, returns from each of the 50 stocks from above investment style is compared 

with investment on 1st January to understand which approach would have been better 

– One time v/s SIP. 

There are few stocks where one investment style would have been preferred over the 

another. But at an aggregate level, it is seen that systematic investment has higher 

number of stocks with greater return as compared to one-time investment. 

For instance, 36 stocks have given higher return while investing daily as compared to 

one-time investment. 

Further, on comparing days on which investment is done it is observed that 

investment on few days is resulting in less return than the other. 

From above table, it is seen that investment on 10th of every month is the day where 

stocks have performed bad. Whereas investment on 20th & 25th have shown higher 

chances of getting better return. 

  



Chapter 3: Mean- Variance Portfolio Theory 
Modern portfolio theory believes that if investors have all the information they need, 

they will make rational investment decisions. Mean-variance analysis is one aspect of 

that theory. Investors, it is assumed, prefer little risk and large gain. Investors enter 

into market with the motive to maximize the return while avoiding unnecessary risk. 

The variance and expected return are the two basic components of mean-variance 

analysis. 

A number that reflects how diverse or spread out the numbers in a set is called 

variance. Variance, for example, might reveal how evenly distributed a security's 

returns are on a daily or weekly basis. 

The expected return is a probability that expresses the expected return on a security 

investment. If two securities have the same expected return but one has a smaller 

variance, the lower variance security is the superior choice.  

Similarly, if two securities have nearly identical variance, the one with the larger 

return is the superior choice. 

In current portfolio theory, an investor would select various securities with varying 

amounts of variance and expected return to invest in. This method aims to 

differentiate assets, lowering the danger of catastrophic loss in the event of quickly 

changing market conditions. 

Diversification can be achieved by investing in securities with different variances and 

projected returns. A portfolio with proper diversity is one in which a loss in one 

security is offset by a gain in another. 

Investing Strategies: 

Every investor's goal when developing an investment plan is to build a portfolio of 

stocks that provide the best long-term returns while avoiding excessive risk. 

The assumption behind modern portfolio theory, which incorporates mean-variance 

analysis, is that investors are risk averse. As a result, they concentrate on constructing 

a portfolio that maximises projected return while minimising risk. 

High-return equities come with risk, which investors are aware of. Diversifying the 

investing portfolio is one way to reduce risk. 

 



 

Summary: 

• A method used by investors to weigh investment decisions is mean-variance 

analysis. 

• The study aids investors in determining the highest reward for a given level of risk, 

as well as the lowest risk for a given level of return. 

• The variance indicates how far a security's daily or weekly returns are spread out. 

• An expected return is a probability that expresses the expected return on a security 

investment. 

• If two securities have the same expected return but one has a smaller variance, 

choose the one with the lower variance. 

• Similarly, if two securities have nearly identical variance, the one with the larger 

return is preferred. 

  



Efficient Frontier: 

An efficient frontier is a set of investment portfolios that are predicted to offer the best 

returns at a given risk level. If there is no comparable portfolio that gives higher 

returns for a lower or similar degree of risk, it is said to be efficient. The location of 

portfolios on the efficient frontier is determined by the risk tolerance of the investor 

A curving line represents the efficient frontier. It's because every increase in risk leads 

to a lower gain in returns. In other words, the marginal return to risk is diminishing, 

resulting in a curve. 

 

The expected returns of a portfolio and the standard deviation of returns are plotted to 

depict it. The portfolio's predicted returns are represented on the y-axis. The standard 

deviation of returns, which is a measure of risk, is labelled on the x-axis. 

The portfolio's predicted returns and standard deviation of returns are then put onto 

the graph. The efficient frontier is used to compare the portfolio. If a portfolio is 

plotted on the right side of the chart, it implies that the portfolio is at a higher risk 

level. The portfolio offers minimal returns if it is plotted low on the graph. 

The efficient frontier is the cornerstone of current portfolio theory, which describes 

how investors attempt to construct a portfolio that maximises expected returns given a 

certain degree of risk. It assists investors in better understanding the risks and returns 



in their portfolios, as well as comparing them to the most efficient set of portfolios. 

Understanding the level of risk associated with each portfolio allows investors to 

adjust their investing strategy accordingly. 

It's worth noting that no single efficient frontier exists for everyone. Each one is 

unique to each investor because it is based on a variety of parameters, including the 

quantity of assets in the portfolio, the assets' industry, and the investor's risk tolerance. 
 

  



 

Return comparison/ conclusion: 

Investment Style XIRR 

One-Time 44.9% 

All Days 52.6% 

1st 42.0% 

5th 39.2% 

10th 38.5% 

15th 37.5% 

20th 42.4% 

25th 42.8% 

 

If an investor do systematic investment on 25th of every month then return earned is 

around 42.8% based on selected time-period. 

Whereas if an investor would have made an investment on 15th of every month, then 

return would have been 37.5% only. 

  



Chapter 4: SITUATION: Real-Life Scenario 
An investor now has an interest to increase their wealth by investing in equity market. 

There is an interest to invest in 5 stocks based on 1st January 2022 share price and 

understand its return after 4 months’ timeframe. 

There is a technique which exits in market known as Mean-Variance Portfolio 

Theory which helps in deriving efficient frontier.  

Mean-variance analysis is the process where weightage is provided to the risk, 

expressed as variance, against expected return. Investors use mean-variance analysis 

to make decision of making an investment. Idea of MPT is to help investors weigh 

how much risk they are willing to take on in exchange for different levels of reward. 

Mean-variance analysis facilitates investors to find the biggest reward at a given level 

of risk or the least risk at a given level of return. 

 

  

https://www.investopedia.com/articles/stocks/11/calculating-risk-reward.asp
https://www.investopedia.com/articles/stocks/11/calculating-risk-reward.asp
https://www.investopedia.com/terms/r/riskreturntradeoff.asp


Building Real-Life Scenario 
Methodology: 5 of the students were provided with mean return and risk for all 50 

stocks, by collecting data from 2015-2021. 

Below is list of shares selected by each of the individuals: 

Anil K. Dhabade Nitesh Kumar Harsha Tyagi Rohit Ranjan Shashank Singhal 

Bharti Airtel Adani Ports Grasim Britannia Asian Paint 

LT Bajaj Fin Service Sun Pharma Coal India Hindalco 

NTPC Tata Consumer Tata Motors Kotak Bank M&M 

Tata Motors Techm TCS ONGC SBI 

UPL Wipro Titan Reliance Tata Motors 

 

Stock Mean Monthly Return 

Adani Ports 0.00049 

Asian Paint 0.00090 

Bajaj Fin Service 0.00147 

Bharti Airtel  

Britannia 0.00084 

Coal India -0.00022 

Grasim 0.00066 

Hindalco 0.00063 

Kotak Bank 0.00060 

LT 0.00044 

M&M 0.00021 

NTPC 0.00021 

ONGC -0.00011 

Reliance 0.00100 

SBI   

Sun Pharma 0.00024 

Tata Consumer 0.00003 

Tata Motors 0.00097 

TCS -0.00003 

Techm 0.00069 

Titan 0.00110 

UPL 0.00073 

Wipro 0.00074 

 



As an investor, they choose to distribute equal amount in each of the shares on a 

particular date. 

For study purpose, t is assumed that each investor is investing 3,000,000 INR either as 

one-time investment or make equal investment of 1,000,000 INR in each of the next 3 

months. The portfolio value is then compared at end of April value to understand the 

wealth generated by making the investment. 

Alternatively, based on MVPT theory weightage is provided on each of these shares 

and invested in the similar manner. 

Based on the stock selection 5000 scenarios will be provided capturing portfolio risk/ 

return and weightage in each stock. 

Investor has option to select any of the weightage portfolio based on their risk-

appetite. Study is then performed about how portfolio performs 4 months from the 

start of their stock selection. 

For study purpose only tangency portfolio is considered and compared under various 

alternatives. 

Investment for each of the individual are performed under 14 scenarios each as 

follows, under equal distribution v/s MVT technique (tangency portfolio scenario – 1 

out of 5000). 

Scenarios (with equal weightage & Tangency Portfolio weightage): 

- Scenario 1: One- time investment on 3rd Jan’2022 

- Scenario 2: SIP on 1st of each month 

- Scenario 3: SIP on 5th of each month 

- Scenario 4: SIP on 10th of each month 

- Scenario 5: SIP on 15th of each month 

- Scenario 6: SIP on 20th of each month 

- Scenario 7: SIP on 25th of each month 

  



Chapter 5: Case Study Results: 

Harsha 

Shares selected by Harsha are as below. 

Harsha Tyagi 

Grasim 

Sun Pharma 

Tata Motors 

TCS 

Titan 

 

Each of these shares were invested in 14 scenarios. 

 

R code was run to determine weightage under each of the scenarios, where return/risk/ 

sharpe ratio were pulled as follows: 



 

 

 

 

Based on these scenarios’ investment was done only in the tangency portfolio. Below 

is the weightage under 2 different selected options: 

Share MVPT weightage Equal weightage Minimum Variance weightage 

GRASIM 0.275 0.200 0.110 

SUNPHARMA 0.010 0.200 0.230 

TATAMOTORS 0.002 0.200 0.020 

TCS 0.334 0.200 0.465 



TITAN 0.379 0.200 0.174 

 

 MVPT Min Var 

Return 0.2337 0.1626 

Risk 0.2093 0.1895 

SharpeRatio 1.1168 0.8578 

 

Below is comparison of Investment value of 3,000,000 made on 3rd January as of 29th 

April: 

 

Share MVPT value Equal weightage value Min. Var value 

GRASIM 840,512 611,086 337,194 

SUNPHARMA 33,297 656,328 756,099 

TATAMOTORS 5,772 527,653 52,844 

TCS 930,642 557,402 1,296,240 

TITAN 1,106,420 584,393 508,736 

TOTAL 2,916,643 2,936,861 2,951,113 

 

Conclusion: 

TataMotors has given lowest value when invested via equal weightage method and 

SunPharma has given highest value. 

MVPT suggested low weightage on TataMotors based on its risk characteristics. It is 

seen that MVPT has helped to mitigate the low value in and hence portfolio value is 

covered from the high risk in the share due to low investment in TataMotors. 

SunPharma is top performer, however due to MVPT’s low weightage total value 

through MVPT is lower than equal weightage methodology 

In addition, on tangency portfolio there is analysis don to capture portfolio value using 

percentile method. 

PERCENTILE PORTFOLIO VALUE 

50% 2,936,599 

75% 2,977,376 

80% 2,988,761 

85% 3,000,775 

90% 3,017,381 

95% 3,040,354 



It is seen that half of the portfolios out of 5,000 would have given portfolio value of 

over INR 2.94 million which is equivalent to equal weightage method. 

MVPT technique has shown high probability of having higher value in most of the 

scenarios, making this technique a useful technique in portfolio selection process. 

As part of next exercise, investment is done on regular basis under 6 different 

scenarios to understand how MVPT would have looked and if any date is better than 

other date. 

Scenario # Scenario description MVPT value Equal weightage value Difference 

Scenario 2 First day of every month 2,970,675 2,949,111 -21,564 

Scenario 3 5th of every month 3,017,228 2,971,207 -46,021 

Scenario 4 10th of every month 2,942,239 2,902,049 -40,189 

Scenario 5 15th of every month 2,918,395 2,880,264 -38,131 

Scenario 6 20th of every month 2,946,876 2,905,467 -41,410 

Scenario 7 25th of every month 3,037,388 3,007,189 -30,199 

 

It is observed that single scenario of MVPT (tangency portfolio out of 5,000 scenario) 

has given comparatively lower return due to low weightage in SunPharma. But if 

selected properly we have observed that more than half of the scenarios have given 

better return than equal weightage scenario. 

Additionally, we do observe portfolio value to be highest if invested on 25th of each 

month, followed by 5th of each month. Investment done on 15th of each month has led 

to the lowest portfolio value, followed by 10th of each month. 

It helps to conclude that after individual gets their salary credited and making monthly 

expenses they plan their SIP leading to higher demand of shares pushing the price up 

and they end up making purchase at higher price. 

Next, we are going to investigate other 4 investments to make the conclusion. 

  



Anil 

Shares selected by Anil are as below. 

Anil K. Dhabade 

BHARTIARTL 

LT 

NTPC 

TATAMOTORS 

UPL 

 

Each of these shares were invested in 14 scenarios. 

 

R code was run to determine weightage under each of the scenarios, where return/risk/ 

sharpe ratio were pulled as follows: 

 



 

 

 

Based on these scenarios’ investment was done only in the tangency portfolio. Below 

is the weightage under 2 different selected options: 

Share MVPT weightage Equal weightage Min. Var weightage 

BHARTIARTL 0.318 0.200 0.219 

LT 0.190 0.200 0.264 

NTPC 0.018 0.200 0.384 

TATAMOTORS 0.002 0.200 0.022 

UPL 0.472 0.200 0.111 

 

 MVPT Min. Var 

Return 0.1541 0.0984 

Risk 0.2528 0.2078 

SharpeRatio 0.6095 0.4738 



 

Below is comparison of Investment value of 3,000,000 made on 3rd January as of 29th 

April: 

 

Share MVPT value Equal weightage value Min. Var. value 

BHARTIARTL 1,018,874 641,400 701,415 

LT 501,793 528,700 697,101 

NTPC 68,598 743,810 1,429,246 

TATAMOTORS 5,168 527,653 57,765 

UPL 1,524,997 646,087 359,816 

TOTAL 3,119,430 3,087,650 3,245,343 

 

Conclusion: 

TataMotors has given lowest value when invested via equal weightage method and 

NTPC has given highest value. 

MVPT suggested low weightage on TataMotors based on its risk characteristics. It is 

seen that MVPT has helped to mitigate the low value in and hence portfolio value is 

covered from the high risk in the share due to low investment in TataMotors. 

NTPC is top performer, however due to MVPT’s low weightage total value through 

MVPT is not as high as could have been than equal weightage methodology. 

UPL & Bharti Airtel have shown high value as well and there were higher allocation 

made in these 2 equity calsses 

In addition, on tangency portfolio there is analysis done to capture portfolio value 

using percentile method. 

PERCENTILE PORTFOLIO VALUE 

50% 3,082,919 
75% 3,159,327 
80% 3,178,073 
85% 3,200,661 
90% 3,228,585 
95% 3,279,970 

It is seen that half of the portfolios out of 5,000 would have given portfolio value of 

over INR 3.08 million which is equivalent to equal weightage method. 



MVPT technique has shown high probability of having higher value in most of the 

scenarios, making this technique a useful technique in portfolio selection process. 

As part of next exercise, investment is done on regular basis under 6 different 

scenarios to understand how MVPT would have looked and if any date is better than 

other date. 

Scenario # Scenario description MVPT value Equal weightage value Difference 

Scenario 2 First day of every month 3,158,802 3,090,277 68,525 

Scenario 3 5th of every month 3,133,063 3,122,195 10,869 

Scenario 4 10th of every month 3,097,497 3,070,409 27,088 

Scenario 5 15th of every month 3,084,126 3,052,014 32,112 

Scenario 6 20th of every month 3,109,743 3,071,409 38,334 

Scenario 7 25th of every month 3,174,652 3,130,053 44,599 

 

It is observed that single scenario of MVPT (tangency portfolio out of 5,000 scenario) 

has given comparatively higher return due to low weightage in TataMotors. But if 

selected properly we have observed that more than half of the scenarios have given 

better return than equal weightage scenario. 

Additionally, we do observe portfolio value to be highest if invested on 25th of each 

month, followed by 5th of each month. Investment done on 15th of each month has led 

to the lowest portfolio value, followed by 10th of each month. 

It helps to conclude that after individual gets their salary credited and making monthly 

expenses, they plan their SIP leading to higher demand of shares pushing the price up 

and they end up making purchase at higher price. 

  



Nitesh 

Shares selected by Nitesh are as below. 

Nitesh Kumar 

ADANIPORTS 

BAJAJFINSV 

TATACONSUM 

TECHM 

WIPRO 

 

Each of these shares were invested in 14 scenarios. 

 

 



R code was run to determine weightage under each of the scenarios, where return/risk/ 

sharpe ratio were pulled as follows: 

 

 

 

 

Based on these scenarios’ investment was done only in the tangency portfolio. Below 

is the weightage under 2 different selected options: 



Share MVPT weightage Equal weightage Min. Var. weightage 

ADANIPORTS 0.010 0.200 0.113 

BAJAJFINSV 0.444 0.200 0.081 

TATACONSUM 0.151 0.200 0.192 

TECHM 0.057 0.200 0.199 

WIPRO 0.338 0.200 0.415 

 

 MVPT Min. Var. 

Return 0.3171 0.2253 

Risk 0.2316 0.2051 

SharpeRatio 1.3690 1.0986 

 

Below is comparison of Investment value of 3,000,000 made on 3rd January as of 29th 

April: 

 

Share MVPT value Equal weightage value Min. Var. value 

ADANIPORTS 35,046 697,584 392,582 

BAJAJFINSV 1,169,145 526,855 212,927 

TATACONSUM 497,525 660,762 635,750 

TECHM 120,871 423,241 421,280 

WIPRO 718,756 424,767 881,631 

TOTAL 2,541,344 2,733,209 2,544,170 

 

Conclusion: 

Wipro has given lowest value when invested via equal weightage method and Adani 

Ports has given highest value. 

MVPT suggested low weightage on Adani Ports based on its risk characteristics. It is 

seen that MVPT has not helped to mitigate the high value in and hence portfolio value 

is lower from the high return in the share due to low investment in AdaniPorts. 

AdaniPorts is top performer, however due to MVPT’s low weightage total value 

through MVPT is not as high as could have been than equal weightage methodology. 

TataConsumer has shown high value as well and there was higher allocation made in 

this asset class 

In addition, on tangency portfolio there is analysis done to capture portfolio value 

using percentile method. 



PERCENTILE PORTFOLIO VALUE 

50% 2,541,344 
75% 2,734,775 
80% 2,843,093 
85% 2,872,309 
90% 2,904,305 
95% 2,945,419 

It is seen that half of the portfolios out of 5,000 would have given portfolio value of 

over INR 2.54 million which is less than the equal weightage method. 

MVPT technique has shown high probability of having higher value in most of the 

scenarios, making this technique a useful technique in portfolio selection process. 

As part of next exercise, investment is done on regular basis under 6 different 

scenarios to understand how MVPT would have looked and if any date is better than 

other date. 

Scenario # Scenario description MVPT value Equal weightage value Difference 

Scenario 2 First day of every month 2,750,315 2,920,443 -170,129 

Scenario 3 5th of every month 2,824,060 3,002,671 -178,611 

Scenario 4 10th of every month 2,735,333 2,913,444 -178,111 

Scenario 5 15th of every month 2,731,056 2,904,277 -173,221 

Scenario 6 20th of every month 2,763,477 2,940,380 -176,903 

Scenario 7 25th of every month 2,854,416 3,017,333 -162,916 

 

It is observed that single scenario of MVPT (tangency portfolio out of 5,000 scenario) 

has given comparatively lower return due to low weightage in AdaniPorts and higher 

weightage in BajajFinService. But if selected properly we have observed that more 

than half of the scenarios have given better return than equal weightage scenario. 

Additionally, we do observe portfolio value to be highest if invested on 25th of each 

month, followed by 5th of each month. Investment done on 15th of each month has led 

to the lowest portfolio value, followed by 10th of each month. 

It helps to conclude that after individual gets their salary credited and making monthly 

expenses, they plan their SIP leading to higher demand of shares pushing the price up 

and they end up making purchase at higher price. 

 

  



Rohit 

Shares selected by Rohit are as below. 

Rohit Ranjan 

BHARTIARTL 

LT 

NTPC 

TATAMOTORS 

UPL 

 

Each of these shares were invested in 14 scenarios. 

 



 

R code was run to determine weightage under each of the scenarios, where return/risk/ 

sharpe ratio were pulled as follows: 

 

 

 



 

Based on these scenarios’ investment was done only in the tangency portfolio. Below 

is the weightage under 2 different selected options: 

Share MVPT weightage Equal weightage Min. Var. weightage 

BRITANNIA 0.395 0.200 0.312 

COALINDIA 0.021 0.200 0.243 

KOTAKBANK 0.015 0.200 0.214 

ONGC 0.012 0.200 0.060 

RELIANCE 0.558 0.200 0.171 

 

 MVPT Min. Var. 

Return 0.2521 0.1346 

Risk 0.2258 0.1884 

SharpeRatio 1.1166 0.7144 

 

Below is comparison of Investment value of 3,000,000 made on 3rd January as of 29th 

April: 

 

Share MVPT value Equal weightage value Min. Var. value 

BRITANNIA 1,073,792 543,890 848,481 

COALINDIA 73,786 706,439 859,260 

KOTAKBANK 44,464 588,917 628,951 

ONGC 38,780 672,981 201,571 



RELIANCE 1,941,791 696,445 596,263 

TOTAL 3,172,613 3,208,673 3,134,527 

 

Conclusion: 

Britannia has given lowest value when invested via equal weightage method and 

CoalIndia has given highest value. 

MVPT suggested low weightage on CoalIndia based on its risk characteristics. It is 

seen that MVPT has missed to take the opportunity in CoalIndia due to its risk 

characteristics and hence portfolio value is covered from the high risk in the share due 

to low investment in CoalIndia. 

CoalIndia is top performer followed by Reliance, however due to CoalIndia’s low 

weightage total value through MVPT is not as high as could have been than equal 

weightage methodology. 

Reliance has shown high value as well and there were higher allocation made in this 

equity share. 

In addition, on tangency portfolio there is analysis done to capture portfolio value 

using percentile method. 

PERCENTILE PORTFOLIO VALUE 

50% 3,207,236 
75% 3,269,283 
80% 3,283,936 
85% 3,301,485 
90% 3,324,565 
95% 3,361,143 

It is seen that half of the portfolios out of 5,000 would have given portfolio value of 

over INR 3.21 million which is higher than equal weightage method. 

MVPT technique has shown high probability of having higher value in most of the 

scenarios, making this technique a useful technique in portfolio selection process. 

As part of next exercise, investment is done on regular basis under 6 different 

scenarios to understand how MVPT would have looked and if any date is better than 

other date. 

Scenario # Scenario description MVPT value Equal weightage value Difference 

Scenario 2 First day of every month 3,191,805 3,104,957 86,849 

Scenario 3 5th of every month 3,278,651 3,089,409 189,242 



Scenario 4 10th of every month 3,198,601 3,065,471 133,130 

Scenario 5 15th of every month 3,185,737 3,088,867 96,870 

Scenario 6 20th of every month 3,183,857 3,067,689 116,168 

Scenario 7 25th of every month 3,244,567 3,102,489 142,079 

 

It is observed that single scenario of MVPT (tangency portfolio out of 5,000 scenario) 

has given comparatively higher return due to high weightage in Reliance. But if 

selected properly we have observed that more than half of the scenarios have given 

better return than equal weightage scenario. 

Additionally, we do observe portfolio value to be highest if invested on 5th of each 

month, followed by 25th of each month. Investment done on 20th of each month has 

led to the lowest portfolio value, followed by 15th of each month. 

It helps to conclude that after individual gets their salary credited and making monthly 

expenses, they plan their SIP leading to higher demand of shares pushing the price up 

and they end up making purchase at higher price. 



Shashank 

Shares selected by Shashank are as below. 

Anil K. Dhabade 

BHARTIARTL 

LT 

NTPC 

TATAMOTORS 

UPL 

 

Each of these shares were invested in 14 scenarios. 

 

 



R code was run to determine weightage under each of the scenarios, where return/risk/ 

sharpe ratio were pulled as follows: 

 

 

 

 

Based on these scenarios’ investment was done only in the tangency portfolio. Below 

is the weightage under 2 different selected options: 



Share MVPT weightage Equal weightage Min. Var. weightage 

ASIANPAINT 0.704 0.200 0.527 

HINDALCO 0.051 0.200 0.074 

M&M 0.039 0.200 0.192 

SBIN 0.121 0.200 0.131 

TATAMOTORS 0.086 0.200 0.076 

 

 MVPT Min. Var. 

Return 0.1922 0.1597 

Risk 0.2336 0.2253 

SharpeRatio 0.8225 0.7090 

 

Below is comparison of Investment value of 3,000,000 made on 3rd January as of 29th 

April: 

 

Share MVPT value Equal weightage value Min. Var. value 

ASIANPAINT 1,997,602 567,532 1,496,128 

HINDALCO 153,269 605,773 223,533 

M&M 129,742 666,739 639,368 

SBIN 381,328 632,498 413,524 

TATAMOTORS 226,730 527,653 201,589 

TOTAL 2,888,671 3,000,195 2,974,143 

 

Conclusion: 

TataMotors has given lowest value when invested via equal weightage method and 

M&M has given highest value. 

MVPT suggested low weightage on M&M based on its risk characteristics. It is seen 

that MVPT has limited the overall increase in portfolio and hence portfolio value is 

lower from the high risk in the share due to low investment in TataMotors. 

M&M is top performer, however due to MVPT’s low weightage total value through 

MVPT is not as high as could have been than equal weightage methodology. 

AsianPaint as shown lower value and there was high allocation in this share leading to 

lower portfolio value as compared to equal weightage technique. 

In addition, to tangency portfolio there is analysis done to capture portfolio value 

using percentile method. 



PERCENTILE PORTFOLIO VALUE 

50% 3,000,130 
75% 3,045,295 
80% 3,055,705 
85% 3,069,006 
90% 3,086,987 
95% 3,111,852 

It is seen that half of the portfolios out of 5,000 would have given portfolio value of 

over INR 3.00 million which is equivalent to equal weightage method. 

MVPT technique has shown high probability of having higher value in most of the 

scenarios, making this technique a useful technique in portfolio selection process. 

As part of next exercise, investment is done on regular basis under 6 different 

scenarios to understand how MVPT would have looked and if any date is better than 

other date. 

Scenario # Scenario description MVPT value Equal weightage value Difference 

Scenario 2 First day of every month 3,001,295 2,979,978 21,317 

Scenario 3 5th of every month 3,087,162 3,051,414 35,748 

Scenario 4 10th of every month 2,991,463 2,971,294 20,169 

Scenario 5 15th of every month 2,992,854 2,952,040 40,814 

Scenario 6 20th of every month 2,997,889 2,957,070 40,819 

Scenario 7 25th of every month 3,078,870 3,017,654 61,216 

 

It is observed that single scenario of MVPT (tangency portfolio out of 5,000 scenario) 

has given comparatively higher return. But if selected properly we have observed that 

more than half of the scenarios have given better return than equal weightage 

scenario. 

Additionally, we do observe portfolio value to be highest if invested on 5th of each 

month, followed by 25th of each month. Investment done on 10th of each month has 

led to the lowest portfolio value, followed by 15th of each month. 

It helps to conclude that after individual gets their salary credited and making monthly 

expenses, they plan their SIP leading to higher demand of shares pushing the price up 

and they end up making purchase at higher price. 

  



Chapter 6: Conclusion 
- Mean Variance Theory selected with minimum variance has shown better 

results as compared to doing equal weightage investment 

- Investment done on either 25th of month or 5th of month has shown to give 

better return as compared to other dates 

- It is observed that share prices are higher in middle of the month as retail 

investor uses the disposable income to make investments, making high demand 

for stocks leading to higher price 

- Not all scenarios under the scenario build needs to be used for portfolio 

building 

- If portfolios are selected on efficient frontier they have high probability of 

maximization of return while maintaining the risk. 

- Stocks  

-  

  



Chapter 7: Limitations 
- Study period is just for 10 months 

- Market does not move in a similar fashion 

- Current study period is the time when market has given higher than average 

return and have been in uptrend 

- Does not include additional expenses, charges, taxes 

- Shares are purchased in non-integer quantity 

- Ignores cyclical nature of the industry 

- Dividends are ignored 

- Return is considered at one point of time 

- Reinvestment risk is ignored 

- Market volatility is ignored 

- Risk from each of the stock is ignored 

- Mean-Variance Portfolio theory could be used to determine the weights to be 

assigned for efficient frontier 

- One-time investment date could have been chosen when market was at one of 

the low levels 

- Only Nifty50 stocks are considered 

- Individual stock news/ earnings are not considered 

- Results would have been very different if selected any different year 

 

  



Appendix 

 

R Script: 

EfficientFrontier_An

il.R

EfficientFrontier_Ni

tesh.R

EfficientFrontier_Sh

ashank.R

EfficientFrontier_Ro

hit.R

EfficientFrontier_Ha

rsha.R
 

 

Excel file for simple valuation: 

Stocks_study_simpl

e.xlsx
 

Sample calculation for Sharpe ratio and portfolio valuation: 

 


